Abstract. We prove two determinantal identities that generalize the Vandermonde determinant identity
In this paper we derive two determinantal identities that generalize the Vandermonde determinant identity Let us denote by S the set of all sequences (A 0) A 1 , ...) of nonnegative integers with all but a finite number of the A's equal to zero. For brevity we also use (A 0, A 1 , ..., \k) for the sequence (A 0 , A 1 ,..., A k , 0, 0, ...). S has a natural partial ordering: A < n if A k < M k for k = 0, 1, 2,.... By an order ideal in S we mean a subset I of S such that if p e I and A e S and A < n, then A e I. In the first of our identities the set {0, ..., m} indexing the rows and columns of the Vandermonde determinant is replaced by an arbitrary finite order ideal in S. By a partition we mean an element of S which is weakly decreasing. Let P denote the set of all partitions. An order ideal in P is a subset I of P with the property that if A, p e P and A < \i and /j e I, then A e I. In the second identity the index set is an arbitrary finite order ideal in the set of all partitions. This identity involves the shift operator a which assigns to an element A = (A 0 , A 1 , ...) of S the sequence s(A) = (A 1 , A 2 , ...).
Our identities involve a two-dimensional array x ij , i, j > 0, of indeterminates. For each pair A, n e S we define a monomial x^ in the x's by Here the monomial factor x 1 arises from the partition (11), and x 2 arises from (21). The six binomial factors arise from the six covering pairs {(0), (1)}, {(0), (2)}, {(1), (2)}, {(1), (11)}, {(2), (21)}, and {(11), (21)}.
Theorem 2 states that
If we order the rows and columns as we did the five partitions above, then the matrix in our theorem is One sees immediately that if I is the ideal consisting of the partitions (0), (1) Example. Let I be the order ideal of P consisting of the partitions (0), (1), (2), (11), and (21). To simplify the notation for this example, let us replace the variables THEOREM 2. Let I be a finite order ideal in P. Then
THEOREM 1. Let I be a finite order ideal in S. Then
Suppose that X and n are partitions with A < n. We say that p. covers A (and write A -< n) if A and ^ differ in exactly one coordinate. Suppose that \i covers A and differs from A in just the rth coordinate. Then we denote by AX(/JL, A) the binomial difference x r,ltr -x r, \ r . Now we can state our results:
Implicit in the proof we will give is a method for computing the determinant. We now illustrate the method for this example. Let / be the ideal in the example. The largest index of any nonzero part of a partition in / is 1, and the largest value of such a part is 1. The two partitions in I that achieve this maximum are (11) and (21). To reduce M to block-triangular form, we subtract from the (11) and (21) rows appropriate combinations of rows corresponding to partitions which they cover. In this case we subtract the (1) row from the (11) row and the (2) row from the (21) row. Then M becomes
We factor out x\(y1 -y0) from the fourth row and x2(y1 -y0) from the last row. The determinant is now the product of two Vandermonde determinants, and we easily verify that Theorem 2 is correct in this case.
The general proof is just a more elaborate version of the preceding computation. It requires a simple property of Vandermonde matrices given in the lemma below. Remark. The study of these determinants arose as follows. Let m be a positive integer, and let Pm denote the set of partitions of m, i.e., partitions A witĥ 2k>0 ^k = m. The set of partitions Pm is not an order ideal. However, if we apply to each A e Pm the operator which subtracts 1 from each of the nonzero parts of A, then we obtain an order ideal Qm. For any two partitions A, /x let A • fj, = Y^,k>0 ^kUk-In [1] it was necessary to show that the matrix (qA'/J)A eQm was nonsingular for certain values of q. Out of curiosity we computed the determinants of some of these matrices and were surprised by the factorization of these determinants into products of powers of q and powers of binomials of the form q' -1. This led to the discovery of Theorem 2, which immediately implies the observed factorization when we replace the variables xi,j with qi.
LEMMA. Let Vm denote the Vandermonde matrix

